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Life in the sea
Big Blue
There are two main groups of water
living creatures, fresh water and salt
water. The oceans waters are salty.
Australia is home to the most
incredible ocean wildlife on earth,
but many of our species are
threatened or endangered.
Our threatened marine life like our
turtles, whales and sharks need our
help.
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Top image at Coffin Bay National Park credit to Alysha Menzel 2014.
Shells image credit to Department of Environment and Natural Resources (2011).
Seal Bay, Kangaroo Island- Department of Environment and Natural Resources (2013).
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National
Park, and the relationship
connection
The Department for EnvironmentCoffin
and Bayspiritual
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Water acknowledges Aboriginal people
people have to Country.
as the First Peoples and Nations of the
lands and waters we live and work upon
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and we pay our respects to their Elders
with the First Peoples of South Australia
past, present and emerging. We
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acknowledge and respect the deep
leading role in caring for their Country.
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OCEANS FIND-A-WORD
JUMBLE WORD

Can you find all the words?
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Circle the animals
that don’t live in
salty waters:
Saltwater crocodile
Great white shark
The common freshwater yabby

Squid
Seahorse
Murray short-necked turtle

Trout

Ocean
Dolphin
Sea-lion
Blue whale
Bronze whaler
Octopus
Seahorse
Jellyfish

Turtle
Squid
Stingray
Hermit crab
Sea urchin
Cuttlefish
leafy seadragon
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Lions of the sea
Australian sea lions:
Found in South Australian waters

Australian sea lions are a type of seal that are only
found here is Australia! They breed on a variety of Islands
off the Coast of Western Australia and South Australia.

They eat a variety of fish and invertebrates like octopus
and squid.
Photo above sourced (2013)
Department of Environment,
Water and Natural
Resources.
Taken at Seal Bay, Kangaroo
Island.

The Australian sea lions are endangered which means they
are at serious risk of extinction. Which is why they are now
protected.

When looking for food, male sea lions can travel as far as 100 kilometres and
females up to 70km from their breeding colony (family). That’s far!

Small but
dangerous
The Blue-ringed octopus is one of
South Australia’s most venomous
sea creatures.
This dangerous but amazing
creature is great at camouflaging.
When threatened it will change
colour, becoming bright yellow
with blue rings over its body, to
warn off predators.
The adults are about the size of a
golf-ball.
Their bite is deadly, it contains a
powerful venom, which is held in its
salivary glands.
They only bite if they are in danger
or threatened. Otherwise they
spend their time looking for food, a
mate or hiding.

Photo above credit to Hal Beral /
Getty Images
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COLOUR ME IN
Hermit crabs
Hermit crabs are terrestrial
(land) crabs. They have
hairy claws, 10 legs and
change their shell as they
grow.
Unlike a crab or turtle
whose shell grows with
them, hermit crabs must
go search for a
new/bigger shell when
they grow for protection.
They often use old snail
shells or sea shells.
Sometimes fights break
out between hermit crabs,
when they are searching
for the best shell.
At Cleland Wildlife Park we
have resident Hermit crabs
in our Oceans to Outback
Building. Come check
them out!

Colour in page sourced from super colouring http://www.supercoloring.com/coloring-pages/hermit-crab?version=print
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Plastic and our ocean
FUN FACT
The deepest point
in the ocean is the
Mariana Trench. Its
deepest point
measures about
11km.
Junior
Conservation Club
Day: Sunday 6th June
Topic: WATER BEASTS

Plastic can be used in lots of different ways, such as bike helmets, car
airbags, toys, furniture and much much more!
The problem is that most of us use more plastic than we need to,
and half of the plastic is designed to be used just once and then
thrown away. This is the plastic that finds its way to the ocean, things
like plastic bags, straws and bottles.
Some plastics can take hundreds of years to break down, which
means it can be sitting in our oceans for a long, long time. This is
where our marine life can get tangled in or swallow it. For example
sea turtles gobble up plastic bags, mistaking them for jellyfish. Which
is not good for their digestion or health.

You will get a chance to:


Collect



Observe



Identify



Analyse

The Cleland Wildlife wetlands
are the perfect place to collect,
identify and analyses a variety
of unusual and microscopic
animals.
Day: Sunday 4th July
Topic: TREES ARE LIFE
Learn about the importance of
trees in our environment,
native species and much much
more!

“When we lose a baby tooth, our adult set comes in. Sharks, however, are continually
producing teeth to replace those lost. Each time a shark loses a tooth in one of the rows, the
tooth behind it moves forward — acting as a conveyor belt.”
‘Cited from Adelberg Pediatric dental’

Did you
know?
The biggest animal in
the ocean is the blue
whale!

Book online
NOW
INTERNATIONAL
DAYS IN JUNE:
WORLD OCEANS DAY

8th of June 2021
WORLD
ENVIRONMENT DAY
5th June 2021
RECONCILIATION
WEEK
27th May – 3rd June

How can you help?
1. Say no to plastic straws – use reusable ones made of
bamboo, metal or glass.
2. Use reusable water bottles.
3. Use reusable green bags for shopping, not plastic.
4. Put your rubbish in the bin – don’t litter.
5. Pick up litter in your local area, river, pond, park with a
group (make sure a parent is with you always).
Photo caption: Image above sourced from national geographic kids
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/kids-club/cool-kids/general-kids-club/plastic-pollution/
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